
From: Natalie Nicolas <Natalie@nicolas.id.au> 
Subject: Re: Thank you + feedback request 
Date: 9 December 2017 at 4:32:02 pm AEST 
To: Wendy Avilov <wendy@whitelantern.com.au> 
 
Hi Wendy :)  
 
I'd be very happy to provide feedback!  
 
I found this composition workshop and performance opportunity extremely beneficial 
towards my string writing, and the players were all so incredibly humble, helpful and 
generous with their time— it means a lot to an emerging composer for players to take 
their pieces and give them the respect of practice, and attempting to understand their 
music wholly. The Flinders did just that and I couldn't be more grateful.  
I think for them, it seems the process was a little stressful in terms of time restraints. 
Perhaps less pieces or more time dedicated to the project would be beneficial for the 
players' sanity! :) Also, I think more time given for the call for scores would help 
composers who don't already have a piece ready, to have time to write one. I know I 
wouldn't have produced the sort of pieces I ended up putting through without having had 
the benefit of having written them beforehand. I think perhaps for the performance, 
putting it later in the week might up the numbers in attendance? Though it seemed to be 
pretty full anyway!  
 
Other than that, I can only say thank you for absolutely everything! Can't wait to be in 
touch again soon and hopefully catch up with the Flinders again!  
 
Ta, 
 
Natalie  
 
Natalie Nicolas 
Composer — Performer — Educator 
BMus (Comp) USyd, Hons (Comp) USyd, MMus (Comp) (USyd)(current) 
W: natalienicolas.com.au 
T: +61 425 833 900 
E: natalie@nicolas.id.au 
 



From: Ella Macens <ella.macens@gmail.com> 
Subject: Re: Thank you + feedback request 
Date: 8 December 2017 at 6:57:44 pm AEST 
To: Wendy Avilov <wendy@whitelantern.com.au> 
 
Hi Wendy, 
 
What a fabulous time I had with FQ!! The whole experience was just fantastic. Thanks 
so much for everything you did to make it possible! 
 
The best part about working with the Flinders Quartet was that as soon as I met them, I 
felt like we had already known each other for ages. Their friendly nature and the ease of 
which communication flowed meant that we could openly and confidently exchange 
ideas to make the music the best possible. As a composer I really valued this aspect of 
the workshop process! All players asked questions in an informed and respectful 
manner, and offered great suggestions on how to enhance certain elements of the work. 
Their professionalism was really admirable as they worked through a large number of 
new pieces on such a tight schedule. 
 
The broadcast element of this project is just phenomenal!! It is so unusual for emerging 
composers to have recordings of their work, let alone SPECTACULAR recordings to 
share with their audiences. I am truly so grateful that we will have record of this time 
together that the ensemble is happy for us to share with our audiences. 
 
What I think could enhance the process in future cycles: 
 
As part of the National Women Composers’ Development Program, Natalie, Clare, Liz 
and I have worked with many ensembles and been privileged with many workshop 
opportunities. During these workshops which we were all expected to attend, we 
provided one another with a copy of each others scores, to look on and follow. This is 
an invaluable learning tool - to see what others have written and how they have 
executed their ideas, and then see how this goes down with the performers. In a 



scenario like the FQ workshops, I know it wouldn’t be expected that each composer 
is available at a similar time as it is not a part of an educational degree, but perhaps on 
one of the workshop days it can be recommended that all composers attend. There is 
so much to learn from one another :) 
 
Thanks so much Wendy! I really hope I get the chance to work with the ensemble again 
in the future! 
 
Ella Macens 
M: +61 499 179 644 
W: ellamacens.com 
 



From: Chris Pickering <mrchrispickering@gmail.com> 
Subject: Re: Thank you + feedback request 
Date: 12 December 2017 at 4:16:08 pm AEST 
To: Wendy Avilov <wendy@whitelantern.com.au> 
 
Hi Wendy, 
 
Thanks again - as promised, here are a few of my thought and reflections regarding the 
New Composer Workshop. 
 
From my perspective, I was absolutely thrilled to be selected and to be involved, 
because the opportunity to work with such a fine ensemble doesn't come along all the 
time. The workshop itself was invaluable, as hearing the work performed and the ideas 
put forward by the quartet, and by Mary Finsterer were fantastic, and all had the best 
interests of the piece at heart too. Everyone was really nice, welcoming, and warm 
towards us composers, which made me feel very at ease in what would normally be a 
very nerve-wracking situation. If anything, it would have been great to have an extra 
20-30mins in the workshop time, as we ran out of time towards the end and didn't get to 
do a proper play-through with all the adjustments we'd made. 
 
The concert itself was also great, and the venue really good too - great acoustics and a 
nice space. The only comment I would make would be something you probably would 
have thought yourself, is that the microphone stand used for recording was 
unfortunately right in front of the performers. If there was some way to suspend the 
condenser mics from the ceiling this would be better - but at the same time I understand 
there was most likely time restrictions and restrictions imposed by the facility too, so the 
end result is just as effective. The idea of streaming the concert too was a great one, as 
I know my parents (who live in QLD) and other friends who couldn't make it all tuned in 
to watch, so it was nice that they were able to see it. I hope you'll be able to do this 
again for the next workshop. 
 
Being able to meet and chat with the other composers at the concert was great too, and 
I would have loved to have done this further, but I couldn't stay for dinner afterwards as 
we had to get home and relieve the babysitter! All in all, it was a fantastic experience 
and I'd recommend it to any composer that really wanted to get into the finer details of 
successful writing for string quartet. The quartet were wonderful to work with, and really 
nice people so I am very grateful that they would put up with me during the workshop 
and give my writing this kind of exposure and recognition. :) 
 
Thanks again for the opportunity, and hopefully our paths will cross again in the future. 
 
Many thanks, 
 
CP 
 


